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Abstract. We address the problem of maintaining information flow security under refinement and transformation. To this end we define a schema for the specification of secure information flow properties and show that all security properties
defined in the schema are preserved by a notion of refinement. Refinement is a
process that requires human guidance and is in general not subject for automation.
A transformation on the other hand, is an executable function mapping specifications to specifications. We define an interpretation of transformations and propose
a condition under which transformations maintain security.

1 Introduction
We address the problem of maintaining information flow security during the process of
making an abstract specification more concrete. This problem has received little attention, yet it is of relevance in any real-life scenario in which security analysis is carried
out on the basis of a specification that abstracts away details of the full implementation.
For example, it is of little help to know that Java code or some state machine specification is secure w.r.t. some property if validity of the property is not maintained by the
compiler. Hence, we need means and a corresponding theory to ensure that the transformation from the abstract level to the more concrete level maintains the security of
the abstract level.
Proving security once and for all is in general not possible. One reason for this is
that the concrete level often includes peculiarities that do not have any abstract equivalent. Consequently security must be proven again at the concrete level to ensure that
these additional peculiarities introduced via transformation do not violate security. Although additional verification is often needed at the concrete level, we still want to
check and maintain security properties on the basis of the abstract specifications. There
are three main reasons for this. First, analysis is in general more feasible at the abstract
level since the concrete level may include too much detail to make analysis practical.
Second, abstract specifications are in general more platform independent than concrete
specifications. This means that analysis results are more reusable at the abstract levels.
Third, abstract specifications tend to be more understandable than concrete specifications, hence it is in general easier to specify and check security requirements at abstract
levels as opposed to the concrete levels.
In this paper we consider security in the sense of secure information flow properties
(see e.g. [4,5,16]). The notion of secure information flow provides a way of specifying
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security requirements by selecting a set of observers, i.e. abstractions of system entities,
and then restricting allowed flow of information between the observers.
The process of making an abstract specification more detailed is known as refinement, and the relationship between information flow security and refinement has been
researched for a fairly long time. In 1989 it was shown by Jacob [13] that secure information flow properties in general are not preserved by the standard notion of refinement. It has later been observed that the problem originates in the inability of most
specification languages to distinguish between underspecification and unpredictability1
[10,14,19]. We argue that this distinction is essential if secure information flow properties are to be preserved under refinement. To this end, both the standard notion of
refinement and all secure information flow properties proposed in literature have to be
redefined such that this distinction is taken into consideration. We show how to do this
in a formalism similar to STAIRS [7,8,9] by defining a schema (based on [16]) for specifying secure information flow properties such that all properties defined in the schema
are preserved by refinement.
Refinement is a relation on specifications that formalizes the process of stepwise development by the removal of underspecification. A transformation on the other hand is
a computable function mapping specifications to specifications. For example, a compiler mapping a program to machine code is a kind of transformation. Currently, there
is much ongoing work on transformation in relation to OMG’s standardization activities on MDA (Model Driven Architecture) [18], where transformations characterize the
mapping of PIM’s (Platform Independent Model) to PSM’s (Platform Specific Model).
Motivated by this we give a semantic interpretation of transformations and propose a
condition under which transformations maintain security.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are: (1) the definition of a schema
for specifying secure information flow properties that are preserved by the STAIRS notion of refinement. (2) The definition of a notion of secure transformation that preserves
security properties defined in our schema.
This paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 formalizes a notion of system specification. Sect. 3 describes what is meant by secure information flow. In Sect. 4 we present
the STAIRS notion of refinement and propose a schema for specifying secure information flow properties that are preserved by this notion of refinement. In Sect. 5, we
discuss security maintaining transformations. Sect. 6 provides conclusions and related
work.

2 System Specifications
We model the input-output behavior of systems by finite sequences of events called
traces. An event represents the transmission or the reception of a message. Formally,
an event is a pair (k, m) consisting of a kind k and a message m. An event whose kind
equals ! represents the transmission of a message, whereas an event whose kind equals ?
represents the reception of a message. A message is a triple (a1 , a2 , s) consisting of
a transmitter a1 , a receiver a2 , and a signal s representing the message body. Both
1

Also termed probabilistic non-determinism [19].
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transmitters and receivers are referred to as agents, i.e. system entities such as objects
or components.
Definition 1. The semantics of a system specification, denoted Φ, is a prefix-closed set
of traces. A set of traces A is prefix-closed iff
t ∈ A ∧ t  t ⇒ t ∈ A
where  is the standard prefix ordering on sequences.
The reason why we require prefix-closure is that the definition of many secure information flow properties proposed in literature rely on this requirement [16,24].
In the sequel, we will for short write “specification” instead “the semantics of system
specification” when it clear from the context what is meant.
2.1 Notational Convention
We define some notational conventions and standard operations. P(A) denotes the
power set of A defined {X|X ⊆ A}. A∗ denotes the set of all finite sequences over
the set A. A sequence of events, i.e. a trace, is written e1 , e2 , ..., en . The empty trace,
i.e. the trace with no events is written . The projection of a trace t on a set of events
E, written t|E , is obtained from t by deleting all elements not in E.
Further notational conventions are listed in Table 1. Here the notion a ∈ A means
that the set A is ranged over by a.
Table 1. Notational conventions
Set
Definition
a∈A
o ∈ O P(A)
s∈S
m∈ M A×A×S

Meaning
Set of agents.
Set of observers.
Set of signals.
Set of messages.

Set
e∈E
h∈H
l∈L
t∈T

Definition Meaning
{!, ?} × M Set of events.
Set of high-lvl. events.
Set of low-lvl. events.
E∗
Set of traces.

3 Information Flow Security
By secure information flow we understand a restriction on allowed flow of information
between observers, i.e. sets of agents. Secure information flow can be described by a
flow policy and a secure information flow predicate, referred to as a security predicate
for short. The flow policy restricts information flow between observers, while the security predicate defines what is meant by information flow. Formally, a flow policy is a
relation on observers
⊆ O × O
where (o1 , o2 ) ∈ requires that there shall be no information flow from o1 to o2 .
For simplicity, we will in the sequel assume a fixed flow policy {(H, L)} consisting
of two observers only: H, the high-level observer and L, the low-level observer.
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Security predicates that describe what is meant by information flow are expressed
in terms of the observations that observers can make. Formally, the observation that an
observer o can make of a trace t is obtained from t by deleting all events that can not be
observed by o:
t|(E .o)
Here E .o yields the set of all events that can be observed by o, i.e. all events that can be
transmitted from or received by the agents in o:
E .o

 {(k, (a, a , m)) ∈ E | (k =! ∧ a ∈ o) ∨ (k =? ∧ a ∈ o)}

For short, we let L and H denote E .L and E .H, respectively.
To ensure that L cannot observe high-level events directly, we demand that H ∩
L = ∅. This alone does not in general prevent information flow from H to L because
L may infer confidential information from H based on the observations that L can
make. A central notion in defining what is meant by inferences is that of low-level
indistinguishability.
Definition 2. Two traces t and t are indistinguishable from L’s point of view, written
t ∼l t , iff
t|L = t |L
That is, iff L’s observation of t is equal to L’s observation of t .
In the sequel we assume that L has complete knowledge of the specification Φ that
describes the set of all possible behaviors represented by traces. This means that L may
construct the set of all traces in Φ that are indistinguishable or compatible with a given
observation. Formally, L may from the observation of any trace t, construct a so-called
low-level equivalence set [24] (abbreviated LLES in the sequel):
{t ∈ Φ | t ∼l t }
In other words, if L makes an observation t, then L can infer that some trace in the
LLES constructed from t has occurred, but not which one. Security predicates must
demand that L shall not be able to deduce confidential information from the LLESs that
L may construct. This is illustrated in the following example.
Example 1. Let Φ = {, l1 , h1 , h2 , h1 , l1 , h1 , l2 , h2 , l2 }, and assume that L
may observe events l1 and l2 and that h1 and h2 are high-level events. Assume further
a definition of security that states that L shall not with certainty be able to infer that a
high-level event has occurred. If L makes the observation l1 , then L may infer that
either trace l1  or trace h1 , l1  have occurred. Since L cannot know which of these
has occurred (because L cannot observe high-level events directly), and the former trace
does not contain any high-level events, L cannot infer with certainty that a high-level
event has occurred. If L on the other hand observes the trace l2 , then L can infer that
h1 , l2  or h2 , l2  have occurred. Again, L does not know which of these has occurred,
but since both traces contain a high-level event and there are no other traces in Φ that
are compatible with L’s observation, L can infer with certainty that a high-level event
has occurred. Hence, Φ is not secure w.r.t. our definition of security.
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In order for Φ to be secure, one must demand that the LLESs that L can construct be
closed w.r.t. some criterion [16]. In the above example, this amounts to demanding that
there must be a trace with no high-level events in each LLES that L can construct.
3.1 Mantel’s Assembly Kit
The schema we propose for describing security predicates is based on a schema proposed by Mantel [16]. He presents an assembly kit in which different notions of security
can be defined. We give here a brief description of this assembly kit. The reader is referred to [16] for a more details.
In Mantel’s framework, security properties are represented as security predicates
where a security predicate S P is either a single basic security predicate B SP , or a conjunction of basic security predicates. Each basic security predicate B SP demands that
for any trace t of the specification Φ there must be another trace t that is indistinguishable from t from L’s point of view, and which fulfills a condition Q, the closure
requirement of B SP. The existence of t , however, is only required if a condition R, the
restriction of B SP , holds. This results in the following schema for the formal definition
of basic security predicates:
Definition 3. Specification Φ satisfies the basic security predicate B SPQR (Φ) for restriction R and closure requirement Q iff
∀t ∈ Φ · R(Φ, t) ⇒ ∃t ∈ Φ · t ∼l t ∧ Q(t, t )

(1)

Example 2. The notion of security that is informally described in Ex. 1, may be defined
by instantiating the schema as follows: R  TRUE, and Q  t |H = . That is, for
every trace t there must be a trace t such that t is indistinguishable from t w.r.t. L and
such that t does not contain any high-level events.

4 Refinement
Refinement is the process of making an abstract specification more concrete by removing underspecification. The standard notion of refinement [11] states that a system
specification Φ is a refinement of a system specification Φ iff
Φ ⊆ Φ

(2)

Intuitively, there are at least as many implementations that satisfy Φ as there are implementations that satisfy Φ . In this sense Φ describes its set of implementations more
accurately than Φ, ergo Φ is less abstract than Φ.
The reason why secure information flow properties are not preserved by refinement
becomes apparent when one considers again the manner in which these properties are
defined (see Def. 3). That is, Φ is secure if some of its traces satisfy the closure requirement Q. However, by (2) there is no guarantee that a refinement of Φ will include
those traces that satisfy Q, hence secure information flow properties are in general not
preserved by refinement.
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Intuitively, the cause of this problem is that security properties depend on unpredictability. E.g. the strength of ones password may be measured in terms of how hard
it is for an attacker to guess the password one has chosen. The closure requirement Q
may be seen as the security predicate’s requirement of unpredictability, but traces that
provide this unpredictability may be removed during refinement. This motivates a redefinition of the notions of specification and refinement where the distinction between
underspecification and unpredictability is taken into consideration.
Definition 4. A system specification, denoted Ω, is a set of trace sets. Each trace set in
a specification is called an obligation. We demand that the set obtained by collapsing
Ω into a set of traces must be prefix-closed, i.e. we demand

 is defined
where Ω


φ∈Ω


 ∧ t   t ⇒ t ∈ Ω
t∈Ω
φ.

Definition 5. System specification Ω is a refinement of system specification Ω, written
Ω  Ω , iff
(∀φ ∈ Ω · ∃φ ∈ Ω · φ ⊆ φ) ∧ (∀φ ∈ Ω · ∃φ ∈ Ω · φ ⊆ φ)
This corresponds to so-called limited refinement in STAIRS [20]. For an arbitrary obligation φ at the abstract level, there must be an obligation φ at the concrete level such
that φ is a refinement of φ in the sense of the standard notion of refinement (see (2)).
Moreover, each obligation at the concrete level must be a refinement of an obligation at
the abstract level. The latter ensures that behavior that was not considered at the abstract
level is not introduced at the concrete level.
The intuition is that the traces within the same obligation may provide underspecification, while the obligations provide unpredictability in the sense that an implementation is required to fulfill all obligations of a specification. Any valid implementation
must potentially exhibit the behavior described by at least one trace in each obligation.
By implementation we understand a specification with no underspecification. Given
some program P , let T races(P ) be the prefix-closed set of traces that can be generated
by executing P , and let
 P   {{t} | t ∈ T races(P )}
Then P implements specification Ω iff
Ω  P 
Example 3. Let Ω = {{}, {l}, {l, h1, h2 , h1 , l, h2 , l}}, and assume that it
is confidential that high-level events have occurred. Ω is secure in this respect; it is easy
to verify that this holds for all implementations of Ω.
Lemma 1.  is transitive2 :
Ω  Ω ∧ Ω  Ω ⇒ Ω  Ω
2

The proofs of all the results in this paper can be in [22].
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Instances of the schema of Def. 3 are in general not preserved by our notion of refinement. We need to modify the schema such that the distinction of unpredictability and
underspecification is exploited. Instead of demanding that there is a trace t that satisfies
some criterion, we demand that there is an obligation φ such that all its traces satisfy
that criterion.
Definition 6. Specification Ω satisfies the basic security predicate B SPQR (Ω) for restriction R and closure requirement Q iff
 · R(Ω,
 t) ⇒ ∃φ ∈ Ω · ∀t ∈ φ · t ∼l t ∧ Q(t, t )
∀t ∈ Ω
The intuition of (Def. 6) is that obligations, as opposed to individual traces, may be
seen as providing the unpredictability required by instances of the schema. Note that
the schema may be instantiated by the same instances of R and Q that are presented in
Mantel’s paper.
In order to ensure that instances of the schema are preserved by refinement, we need
to disallow some restrictions R whose truth value depend on the absence of traces. We
therefore require that all restrictions R satisfy the following condition
(T  ⊆ T ∧ R(T  , t)) ⇒ R(T, t)

(3)

for arbitrary traces t and trace sets T and T  . All instances of R presented in Mantel’s
paper satisfy condition (3).
Theorem 1. B SPQR is preserved by refinement for arbitrary restrictions R satisfying
(3) and closure requirements Q:
Ω  Ω ∧ B SP QR (Ω) ⇒ B SP QR (Ω )
The notion of refinement introduced above corresponds to what is often referred to as
property refinement or behavioral refinement [2]. Property refinement does not capture
change in data-structure, i.e. the replacement of abstract event representations by concrete event representations. This is in contrast to refinement notions such as data refinement [12], interface refinement [2], or action refinement [23] which roughly speaking
may be understood as property refinement modulo a translation between the concrete
and the abstract data structure. Our notion of property refinement may be generalized
into a notion of action refinement (actually event refinement in our case) using upwards
and downwards simulation [3,12] in a fairly standard manner. To characterize under
which conditions this notion of refinement is security preserving is, however, far from
trivial. In the following, attention is restricted to a special case of this problem, namely
under which conditions transformations are security preserving. A transformation may
be understood a special case of action refinement where the concrete specification is
generated automatically from the abstract specification.

5 Transformation
The notion of refinement addressed above is a binary relation on specifications that
formalizes the process of stepwise development by removal of underspecification. A
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Fig. 1. HTTP to TCP

transformation on the other hand is an executable function taking an abstract syntactic
specification as input and yielding a concrete syntactic specification as output. Thus
transformation is a syntactic notion. Since security properties are defined on the semantics of specifications (i.e. on traces), we define a semantic interpretation of transformations which enables us to assert whether a transformation maintains security.
In Sect. 5.1, we give an example of a transformation that motivates our semantic
interpretation of transformations given in Sect. 5.2. In Sect. 5.3, we propose a condition under which interpretations of transformations maintain security. Sect. 5.4 gives an
example that clarifies some of the points made in Sect. 5.3.
5.1 Example: Transforming HTTP Specifications to TCP Specifications
The HTTP protocol is bound to the TCP protocol. One way of doing this binding during runtime is to create a new so-called TCP session for each HTTP request-response
pair. A TCP-session consists of three phases: First a connection is established between
the two sides of communication, then the HTTP request and response messages are
segmented, encapsulated by TCP frames, and transmitted. Finally the connection is explicitly terminated.
A transformation that takes a specification that describes communication at the
HTTP level and produces a specification that describes communication at the TCP level
may be defined in accordance to how the HTTP protocol is bound to the TCP protocol. Such a transformation may be regarded as a transformation from the abstract to
the concrete if one takes HTTP specifications as being at the abstract level and TCP
specifications as being at the concrete level.
The UML interaction diagram on the left hand side of Fig. 1 describes a simple
communication scenario at the HTTP level. The diagram on the right hand side is the
result of applying a transformation from HTTP to TCP to the HTTP diagram. Here the
so-called xalt-operator from STAIRS [8] specifies unpredictability3 between different
interaction scenarios. The ref-operator references other interaction diagrams that in this
example describe different TCP-sessions. The reason why the HTTP request-response
pair described in the diagram on the left hand side is translated to more than one TCPsession is that the TCP protocol must handle issues that are transparent at the HTTP
3

Termed explicit non-deterministic choice in STAIRS.
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level, e.g. message overtaking. One TCP session may for example describe the situation
in which messages are received in the same order that they are transmitted, another may
describe the situation in which this is not the case and so on. The reader is referred to
[7,8,9,21] to see how UML interaction diagrams can be given trace semantics.
To assert whether the transformation from HTTP to TCP maintains security, we need
to interpret the transformation in terms of how abstract traces (representing HTTP communication) are translated to concrete traces (representing TCP communication). There
are three considerations that need to be taken into account when defining such an interpretation. First, an abstract trace may correspond to several concrete traces. The reasons
for this is that TCP protocol must handle issues that are transparent at the HTTP level.
Second, an abstract event may be decomposed into several concrete events because
each HTTP package may be segmented into more than one TCP package during the
TCP transmission phase. Third, there may be traces at the concrete level that have no
abstract equivalent. To see this, let e represent the transmission of a HTTP package.
Since a HTTP package may be segmented into several TCP packages, e may for example be translated into the trace e1 , e2 , e3  where events e1 , e2 , and e3 represent the
transmission of TCP packages. Traces e1  and e1 , e2  may also be valid traces at the
TCP level (these traces are in fact required to be present in a concrete specification
since we assume that specifications are prefix-closed). Now, the TCP trace e1 , e2 , e3 
corresponds to e at the HTTP level since the TCP trace is complete in the sense that it
represents the transmission of the entire HTTP message. But what about the TCP traces
e1  and e1 , e2 , do these traces correspond to e at the abstract level? The answer is
no if the trace e is meant to represent the transmission of an entire HTTP package.
The TCP traces e1  and e1 , e2  do not correspond to the empty HTTP trace () either,
because the empty trace is meant (by any reasonable interpretation) to represent a scenario in which no communication occurs. From this we can conclude that, in general,
there may be traces at the concrete level for which there are no corresponding traces at
the abstract level.
5.2 Transformations from a Semantic Perspective
Syntactically, a transformation is an executable function translating abstract (syntactic)
specifications to concrete (syntactic) specifications. Semantically, we interpret traces in
terms of how abstract traces are translated to concrete traces.
In the following, let A denote some fixed but arbitrary abstract syntactic specification, T be a some transformation, and T (A) denote the concrete specification obtained
by applying T to A. Let Ωa denote the semantics of A and Ωc denote the semantics of
T (A). T is interpreted by a set of functions
a → Ω
c
F ⊆Ω
mapping traces in Ωa to traces in Ωc . The reason why we use a set of functions and not
a single function is, as explained in the example, that a syntactic transformation may
represent the same abstract trace by several concrete traces.
We say that the set of functions F is a valid interpretation of T w.r.t. A if Ωc is a
translation of Ωa w.r.t. F as defined below. We first define the notion of translation for
obligations, then we lift this notion to (semantic) specifications.
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Definition 7. Obligation φc is a translation of obligation φa w.r.t. function f , written
φa →f φc , iff
φc ⊆ {f (t) | t ∈ φa }
Definition 8. Specification Ωc is a translation of specification Ωa w.r.t. interpretation
F , written, Ωa →F Ωc , iff
∀f ∈ F · ∀φa ∈ Ωa · ∃φc ∈ Ωc · φa →f φc
Our interpretation of transformations is similar to data refinement in that both notions
roughly speaking may be understood as refinement modulo a translation of traces. More
precisely:
Lemma 2. Let Ωc be contained in the image of Ωa under the identity transformation
id, then
Ωa →id Ωc ⇔ Ωa  Ωc
Here im(Ωa , F ), the image of Ωa under some F , is the set of obligations that are
translations of obligations in Ωa w.r.t. F :
im(Ωa , F )  {φc | ∃φa ∈ Ωa · ∃f ∈ F · φa →f φc }

(4)

A concrete specification is not necessarily contained in the image of the abstract specification it is translated from. The reason for this is, as explained in the previous example,
that there may be concrete traces that do not have any abstract equivalent.
If F1 and F2 are interpretations, then F1 ◦ F2 is understood as the interpretation
obtained by functional point-to-point composition of all functions from F1 and F2 .
That is,
(5)
F1 ◦ F2  {f1 ◦ f2 |f1 ∈ F1 ∧ f2 ∈ F2 }
where f1 ◦ f2 (t) = f1 (f2 (t)).
Lemma 3. → is transitive:
Ω0 →F1 Ω1 ∧ Ω1 →F2 Ω2 ⇒ Ω0 →F2 ◦F1 Ω2
 a that can be translated to tc by the
We denote by F −1 (tc ), the set of all traces in Ω
functions in F :
 a | ∃f ∈ F · f (ta ) = tc }
(6)
F −1 (tc )  {ta ∈ Ω
5.3 Secure Transformations
A transformation T maintains the security of an abstract specification A if there is a
valid secure interpretation of T w.r.t. A. The notion of secure interpretation obviously
depends on what is meant by secure, and should therefore be parameterized by security properties. In doing so, one must take into account that the security requirement at
the abstract level may be syntactically and semantically different from the “corresponding” security requirement at the concrete level. One reason for this is that events at the
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abstract level may differ from the events at the concrete level. Another reason is that
there may be concrete traces that do not have any corresponding abstract trace. The
concrete security requirement must therefore handle traces that may not be taken into
account by the security requirement at the abstract level.
The notion of secure interpretation is formally defined in the following
Definition 9. Let Ωa →F Ωc , then the interpretation F is secure w.r.t. the abstract and
concrete restrictions Ra and Rc and abstract and concrete closure requirements Qa
and Qc if the following conditions are satisfied
 c , tc ) ⇒ ∃t ∈ F −1 (tc ) · Ra (Ω
 a , t )
Rc (Ω

(7)

 c , tc ) ∧ ∀t ∈ φa · ta ∼l t ∧ Qa (ta , t )) ⇒
(Rc (Ω
∃φc ∈ Ωc · ∀t ∈ φc · tc ∼l t ∧ Qc (tc , t )

(8)

 c , φa ∈ Ωa , and ta ∈ F −1 (tc ).
for all tc ∈ Ω
Def. 9 may be understood to capture a rule that allows us to exploit that we have established Qa at the abstract level when establishing Qc at the concrete level. We believe
that verifying (7) and (8) in most practical situations will be straightforward and more
feasible than checking the security property at the concrete level directly.
Put simply, the first condition of Def. 9 just ensures that the transformation does not
weaken the restriction R. The second condition ensures that the transformation does not
strengthen the closure requirement Q and that low-level equality is preserved.
It follows from (7) that the concrete restriction Rc must filter away (i.e. yield false
for) the concrete traces tc that do not have any corresponding abstract trace. This is
reasonable because one cannot take advantage of the fact that the abstract specification
is secure when proving that tc does not compromise security. It may therefore be the
case that a new security analysis must be carried out at the concrete level for those traces
that do not have an abstract equivalent.
When we relate Def. 9 to rules that describe date refinement in an assumption /
guarantee or pre-post setting, we note that weakening/strengthening is the other way
around. E.g., when refining a pre-post specification, one may weaken the pre-condition
and strengthen the post-condition. The reason is that a pre-post condition is a specification that is refined into another specification while a restriction-closure predicate is a
property that has been proved to hold for a specification that is translated to a concrete
specification and whose validity should be maintained.
Theorem 2. Let F be a interpretation that is secure w.r.t. restrictions Ra and Rc , and
closure requirements Qa and Qc , then F maintains security in the following sense:
B SP Qa Ra (Ωa ) ∧ Ωa →F Ωc ⇒ B SPQc Rc (Ωc )
5.4 Example: Why Security Requirements Change
Let Ωa be an abstract specification consisting of two clients cl and ch that communicate with a server s via the HTTP protocol (see Fig. 2). Assume that cl , based on its
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Client-server specification
ClientL

Server

ClientH

Fig. 2. Client-server example

observation of its communication with s and its knowledge of the system specification, should not be able to deduce information about the behavior of ch . More formally,
both the clients and the server can be represented as agents (recall the role of agents
from Sect. 2). Thus the low-level observer is defined {cl } and the high-level observer
is defined {ch }. The security requirement on the HTTP level may be formalized by
instantiating the schema of Def. 6 by some predicates Ra and Qa .
Assume that F interprets a transformation from HTTP to TCP defined such that each
event representing the transmission or reception of a HTTP message is translated into
a complete (in the sense of the previous example) sequence of events describing the
corresponding TCP messages. Let Ωc be a translation of Ωa w.r.t. F and assume that
Ωc also contains non-complete traces that do not correspond to any traces at the HTTP
level.
Assume that Ωa is secure (i.e. B SP Ra Qa (Ωa ) is true) and that we want to check if
the traces on the concrete level that have a corresponding abstract representation are
secure w.r.t. our information flow property. In order to do this, we can create predicate
on the concrete level that filters away those traces that do not have a corresponding
 t) 
abstract representation. More formally, the concrete restriction Rc is defined Rc (Ω,

Ra (Ω, t) ∧ T CP OK(t) where T CP OK is a predicate that yields true if the TCP
trace t corresponds to a HTTP trace and false otherwise. Note that we are assuming that
Ra may take HTTP traces as well as TCP traces as arguments. The concrete security
property can now be obtained by instantiating the schema of Def. 6 by the predicates
Rc and Qa (since the closure requirement Q is left unchanged in this example).
If one wants to check that the TCP traces that do not correspond to any HTTP traces
are secure w.r.t. some requirement, one cannot take advantage of the fact that Ωa is
secure. Therefore additional security analysis may be required w.r.t. these traces.

6 Conclusions and Related Work
In [21], we defined a secure information flow property in the semantics of STAIRS
[7,8,9] and showed that this property was preserved by refinement and transformation.
This paper simplifies and generalizes these results by considering, not only one, but
many kinds of information flow properties. This paper also considers a more general notion of security preservation than considered in [21]. More precisely, this paper makes
two contributions to the study of secure information flow. The first is a schema for
specifying information flow properties that are preserved by the STAIRS notion of refinement. The second is the definition of a semantic interpretation of transformations
and a condition under which transformations maintain security.
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There are a number of papers related to information flow security and refinement.
Jacob is the first person that we are aware of to show that secure information flow
properties are not preserved by the traditional notion of refinement [13]. This became
known as the refinement paradox. It has later been observed that this “paradox” is a
manifestation of failing to clearly distinguish between underspecification and unpredictability. As far as we are aware of, this observation was first made in [19].
To the extent of our knowledge, the work of Heisel. et. al. [10] is similar to ours in
that they both distinguish between underspecification and unpredictability and consider
the notion of data refinement. The main differences between their work and ours are: (1)
They work in a probabilistic setting, and thus their formalism differs from ours. (2) They
do not consider information flow properties but a notion of confidentiality based on lowlevel indistinguishability only. (3) Their notion of confidentiality preserving refinement
is different from ours in that they build the condition of confidentiality preservation
into the definition of refinement. W.r.t. refinement, we have taken the dual approach of
strengthening the notion of security.
The work of Jürjens [14,15] is also related to ours. Some of the main differences
between his work and ours are: (1) His formalism differs from ours. (2) While Jürjens
distinguishes between underspecification and unpredictability in order to define refinement preserving properties of confidentiality (secrecy) and integrity, he does not rely
on this distinction in the definition of his information flow property. That is, the secure
information flow property is satisfied iff each behavior refinement to a deterministic
specification satisfies this property, i.e. he effectively closes the property under a notion of behavior refinement that does not distinguish between underspecification and
unpredictability.
Three notable papers that addresses information flow security and refinement are
[1,6,17]. The main difference between these papers and ours is that all these investigate
conditions under which certain notions of refinement are security preserving without
distinguishing between underspecification and unpredictability. Since this distinction
is made in our formalism, we consider one notion of refinement only, and strengthen
instead our notion of security in an intuitive manner. Hence, there is no need to propose
conditions with which to check that a given refinements preserve security.
We are not aware of any work that explicitly address transformation and information
flow security. Moreover, we are not aware of any work that show how to preserve secure
information flow properties under a notion of refinement that takes the distinction of
underspecification and unpredictability into consideration.
The main emphasis of this paper is on semantics. In future work, we will address
syntactic transformations in more detail. We are also planning to address composition
and transformation of security predicates. Eventually, we would like to develop a computerized tool that will check whether transformations maintain security.
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